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Summary

Dings, P.C.G.I.; Seam sensors for an intelligent robotic welding system

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering,
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands, June 1991.

In January 1991 the ESPRIT project HEPHAESTOS 1 started, with the Measurement
& Control group of the Department of Electrotechnical Engineering as one of the
participants. The partners in this project hope to establish an intelligent robotic
welding system which will be used by the Kalogeridis ship-repair yard in Athens,
Greece.
The project has been divided into work packages. The team of Eindhoven is leader of
Work Package 1: Sensors. In this work package sensors will have to be selected and
tested that could serve in the project as weld seam finders and trackers. During the
first half year a literature study has been made and it was concluded that at least two
types of sensors will be needed.
An optical profile sensor is advised in case of V-shaped butt joints with varying root
gap, since these joints demand adaptive welding. For fillet joints, which can be fit
more accurately, a less complicated sensor can be used like a so called through-the
arc sensor. Two seam tracking sensors, one of each type, were tested and found to
serve well in their specific tasks.

Dings, P.C.G.J.; Lasnaadsensoren voor een intelligent lasrobotsysteem

Afstudeerrapport, Vakgroep ER, Faculteit Elektrotechniek,
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, juni 1991.

In januari 1991 is ESPRIT project HEPHAESTOS 1 van start gegaan, met de
vakgroep Meten en Regelen van de Faculteit Elektrotechniek als een van de
deelnemers. De samenwerkende partners in dit project hopen een intelligent lasrobot
systeem te ontwikkelen, dat gebruikt zal worden door Kalogeridis, een Atheense
scheepsreparatiewerf.
Het project is onderverdeeld in Work Packages. Het Eindhovense team is leider van
Work Package 1: Sensoren. In deze Work Package zullen de sensoren worden
geselecteerd die in het project kunnen dienen als lasnaadzoekers en -volgers. In de
eerste zes maanden is een literatuuronderzoek gedaan en de conclusie is dat er
verschillende sensoren nodig zullen zijn.
Een optische profielsensor wordt geadviseerd in geval van een V-naad met varierende
vooropening, omdat deze naden gelast moeten worden met aangepaste lasparameters.
Hoeknaden, die nauwkeuriger aansluiten, kunnen gelast worden met gebruikmaking
van een eenvoudiger sensor, de zogenaamde boogsensor. Twee lasnaadsensoren, een
van ieder type, zijn getest en geschikt bevonden voor gebruik in hun specifieke
specialisme.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Hepheastos 1:
Intelli&:ent robotic weldin&: systems for unique fabrications

In January 1991 the ESPRIT project 5369 HEPHAESTOS 1 was started. As it is
stated in the Technical Annex, annex 1 to the ESPRIT contract, the main objective is
to advance the technology of robotic welding in the field of thick steel fabrication.
Whereas the range of applicability is vast, the specific application of this project is a
ship repair yard whose operation is concerned with replacing sections of damaged
ship's hulls.

This ship repair yard, Kalogeridis in Greece, is one of the participants of the project.
Among the other participants are robot specialists, weld experts, automation
specialists and information scientists from six European countries. Together they plan
to develop an intelligent robotic welding system to produce the replacing ship parts,
which will be all different but built with the same techniques and basic materials.
Because of this variety of configurations of workpieces, that have to be made in a
hurry, it will be hard to make an exact drawing of each part. Nevertheless, in order
to change from manual to robotic welding it is required that the dimensions of the
workpieces are known very accurately. This causes a necessity of sensors to
determine the rough as well as the exact position of each weld that is to be made.
An artist impression of the configuration of the result of the project is shown in
figure 1.1. It can be seen that probably there will be more than one robot on the
gantry. In this way different sections of the new part of the ship hull can be welded
simultaneously. The dimensions of the gantry are planned to be about 10 x 30 m.

The project has been divided into seven smaller parts called Work Packages. Each
Work Package has its tasks and sub-tasks, all specified roughly in the Technical
Annex. Working Groups are working on five of these Work Packages, each Working
Group composed of specialists in the specific area.

Work Package I, Sensors, has the task to define sensor requirements, to identify
suitable equipment and to assess the relative performances of available sensor
systems.

Work Package 2, Robot Control and Programming, examines the various approaches
to robot programming to be focused on.

Work Package 3, Knowledge Based Systems, Rules and Algorithms, specifies and
formalises welding knowledge from human knowledge of welding engineers and
welders, to develop rules for a knowledge based system and control algorithms for
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1 Introduction
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Figure 1.1: An artist impression of the result of the HEPHAESTOS 1 project
(B. Gustafsson, IVF).

the robotic system.

Work Package 4, Process Modelling, tries to understand the welding process in terms
of the relationships between joint preparation geometry, process parameters and torch
position on one side and produced weld bead shapes on the other.

Work Packages 5 and 6 are Safety and Quality. No special Working Groups are
working on these aspects. It is stated that safety and quality will be given
consideration in the other Work Packages as they are completed. These are the only
Work Packages about which no deliverable will have to be presented at the end of
the fIrst year. For all others it is determined beforehand what results are to be
achieved and about what is to be reported after 6 and after 12 months.

Work Package 7, System Design, Build and Integration, has a long term view, the
work will contribute to the fInal goal of the project and will combine all the work
performed in the other Work Packages.

At the end of the fIrst year of the project, Le. in January 1992, a special commission
of the European Economic Community will decide wether the project can be
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1 Introduction

continued for another three years. This will also depend on the quality of the
deliverables presented by the end of the year.

1.2 Problem boundaries

It will be evident that the objectives of the HEPHEASTOS 1 project can not be
attained in the first year, and thus intennediate objectives are specified for all
Working Groups.

Detailed Work Plan
The work reported about here is perfonned in Work Package 1, Sensors, where
Eindhoven was chosen to be the Working Group Leader. In consultation with the
other partners in this Working Group, a Detailed Work Plan was made that contains
a break-down of the tasks and the activities in this Work Package.

It was decided that during the first six months an analysis would be made of the
tasks of the sensors, a literature survey would be made of all available and suitable
sensors, it had to be defined which are the sensor requirements, sensors had to be
selected and finally evaluated in their defined tasks.

For the rest of the year it remains to be defined how the chosen sensors will
perform in the proposed set-up, to be specified what combination of sensors will be
used and how these sensors will communicate with each other and with the robot
controller.

Furthermore, simplifications were made for the joint types to be investigated, the
workpieces to be made, and the processes to be used.

It has been decided that the weld process is will be the gas-shielded metal arc
welding process (GMAW) with a solid consumable electrode wire. This process is
often called MIG/MAG welding where MIG/MAG stands for Metal Inert Gas and
Metal Active Gas. As shielding gas, a gas mixture is used of 82 % argon and 18 %
CO2,

Joint types that are to be considered are butt joints with V-shaped preparation and
T-joints for fIllet welds. Both types are shown in figure 1.2. A type of joint that can
scarcely be found in the workpieces is a butt joint with open square preparation. This
type is therefore left to be welded manually.

For the butt joints care must be taken for root gap. This is the opening between the
plates that are to be welded. For butt joints the plate thickness will be 14 to 20 mm.
For butt joints Kalogeridis gives estimations like 3 mm 2 mm.
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Figure 1.2: Types of joints to be considered: (a) V-shaped butt-joint, (b) T-joint,
fillet-weld and (c) butt-joint with open square preparation.

Kalogeridis wants to eliminate root gap for T-joints. Typical values there will be 0 to
2 mm. For T-joints the bottom plate will be about 12 mm thick and the vertical
plates about 16 mm.

Problems concerning the full description of the weld scenario, matters like multi-pass
welding, weld speed and weaving, will not be considered extensively in the fIrst year
of the project.

For the fIrst year it was decided not to concider vertical welds, since these welds
take only 3 % of the total welding time. These welds are left for the human welders
too.

1.3 Experimental environment

All experiments and tests described in this report were perfonned in the Robot
Centre of PTH Eindhoven (Pedagogisch Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven).
Whereas the Robot Centre provides the possibility to experiment with, among others,
10M, ESAB, KUKA and Cloos robots, all work until now has been done with one
KUKA robot, the IR 361.

The KUKA IR 361 is a 6 axes robot arm with a Siemens RCM3 robot controller.
The robot can be programmed either from the control panel, or with the hand
programming facility or off-line from a Personal Computer. The RCM3 robot
controller provides possibilities for continuous path or point-to-point motion, and for
I/O with external systems like weld power supply, sensors, manipulators, and
Personal Computers. Communication can take place via the standard RS-232
interface or by standard digital I/O. Extra instructions are included in the instruction
set for communication with intelligent sensors like optical sensors that need set-up
infonnation and special control signals.
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1 Introduction

Since april 1991 the robot is equipped with a standard KUKA weld power supply for
gas metal arc welding (GMAW). Weld wire diameter can be chosen 1 or 1.2 mm.
Shielding gas is an argon/C02 mixture as specified. Weld power, wire feed rate and
their time profIles can be set externally by the robot controller.

A second KUKA robot, the IR 161, is located in a nearby laboratory. It has been
used to experiment with the adaptation of weld parameters in response to seam
variations. Results of these experiments shall be published later.
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2 Basic seam data

2.1 Introduction

In the fIrst chapter it has been stated that it is not possible to make an exact drawing
of each part of each ship hull that has to be made. There is simply not enough time
to make such a drawing, since preparation of the new parts starts before the damaged
ship has arrived in the yard. Besides, in manual welding situations it is not necessary
to position all the components that accurately. For instance, the exact position of
stiffeners does not matter. A human welder would see were it is placed and he would
be able to weld it anyway.

For robotic welding things are different. A robot must be programmed, and the
program will have to contain points in space where the special tasks of the specifIc
robot program will be executed. It will be clear that there is not enough time to teach
the robot for each new part where these points are in space. It will take about as
much time to teach these points to the robot as to weld the workpiece manually.

From what is stated above, it can be concluded that some kind of CAD information
is indispensable. Somehow it must be told to the robot controller what points and
trajectories are important and where they are lying. Although, CAD information
alone will never be enough to be able to weld the workpiece because one can never
be sure the situation is exactly as represented in the CAD file. Therefore, this CAD
information will have to be confirmed by a vision system. This system has to make
sure if the workpiece that is going to be produced is indeed the workpiece as it is
specifIed in the CAD fIle, if all necessary parts are there and if there are any parts or
obstacles that are not included in the CAD file.

It was agreed upon that the eventual robot program will have to contain the start and
end point of each seam accurate to within 5 cm. The exact positioning of the weld
torch above the joint will be guided by local sensors, about which will be reported in
the next chapters. Several solutions can be thought of to provide the robot controller
with the rough or basic seam data, within the specifIed accuracy of 5 cm.

• CAD information provided by vision system.
If no CAD fIle is available at all, CAD information about the position of the weld
trajectories must be provided by a 3D vision system. This system must make a 3D
image of every section of the workpiece. From this image the weld trajectories must
be extracted. The position and size of possible obstacles that might restrict the
mobility of the robot must be determined. This way a robot program can be made to
move the weld torch along all weld trajectories, taking care of possible obstacles. An
important disadvantage of working without any a priori knowledge is that a
complicated 3D image has to be made in world coordinates, which is very hard to do
with vision systems only.
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2 Basic seam data

• CAD file adaptation by vision system.
Things are getting easier if some CAD file is available already. In this case there is
no need for the complicated 3D vision system. If it is roughly known what the
workpiece will look like, a much more simple 20 vision system could serve to make
small changes in the CAD fIle if necessary. Such a system could be used to
determine the exact position and orientation of the workpiece in world coordinates,
and thus to provide an input to the robot controller to shift and rotate the robot
program. Also, obstacles can be detected and added to the CAD file, so the robot
will not collide e.g. with any stiffeners that were not indicated in the CAD file.

• CAD file verification by vision system.
The easiest and also the least powerful way to be sure the CAD file is alright is to
check if all the features in it can be recognized by the vision system and if no
additional obstacles can be found. If important differences between the CAD file and
the vision image are detected the robot program will be cancelled.

2.2 CAD based robot proerammin2

For the time being we will consider the situation where some a priori knowledge is
available and contained in a CAD file. Provided that it is made in conformity with
some special requirements, such a file can be converted into a robot program. This
conversion can be performed already for a CAD file in one of the standard formats
IGES or DXF. IGES stands for Initial Graphics Exchange Standard, and DXF for
Data Exchange File.

One of the Swedish partners, The Swedish Institute of Production Engineering (IVF),
has developed a computer program called AUTOMATOS that can make the
conversion from CAD file to robot program. AUTOMATOS runs under DOS, and is
based on the three dimensional AutoCAD program [Gus 90].

The starting-point of the conversion is a CAD file in one of the mentioned standards.
This fIle can be loaded into AUTOMATOS where each weld trajectory can be
specified and linked with the weld parameters associated with it
Then AUTOMATOS converts this combination of information to an ASCII fIle, with
DOS-extension *.IRB, containing the robot program. This robot program is the input
to the off-line programming facility supplied by ASEA (or ESAB or ABB):
ARLNOLP (Asea Robot LAnguage/Off Line Programming facility). This is a
compiler that turns the ASCII fIle into an ARLA robot program that is sent to the
ASEA robot controller. A schematic representation of the conversion is given in
figure 2.1.
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2 Basic seam data

CAD £1 Ie

I AutoCAD 10 or 11 I

AUTOMATOS
Robot Program

(ASCII-file)

~17

Off- I I ne

Program Camp I I er

ESA8: ARLA/OLP

ESAB Robot. Cont.rol ler

J
RCIBOT

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of converSIon
from a CAD file to a robot program with the
ARLA off-line programming facility.

2.3 Integration of CAD and vision systems

At the Measurement and Control section of the Department of Electrotechnical
Engineering a vision system was developed. Extended with depth information
obtained from a separate device the vision system allows the extraction of a wire
frame of the workpiece from an digitized image of a CCD camera, attached to the
gantry. The system was developed to demonstrate a vision aided tool positioning
device in a 1:100 scale model of the workpiece [Maa 91].

The image of the scale model of the workpiece is made with a 512 x 512 pixel CCD
camera, that is mounted on a small gantry. This image is shown on a monitor screen.
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2 Basic seam data

The operator can select points on the screen with a mouse. These points can be
calculated and defined to be the end points of lines he wants to specify. If all the
lines that can be seen in the image are clicked on with the mouse, a wire frame,
resulting form an inverse perspective transformation can be made as a representation
of the image on the screen.

The same ceo camera is going to be applied in the production environment scale.
The ceo resolution can provide an accuracy of about 1 em in 5 m x 5 m area. An
appropriate depth measurement will be needed to compute the wire frame
reconstruction of the real workpiece.
If this wire frame could be stored in one of the IGES or DXF graphical formats,
some system could be developed to compare the CAD me of the workpiece, which is
at a 1:1 scale, with the optically obtained image of the workpiece. This way the CAD
me could either be adapted to the actual situation or be verified by it, depending on
how powerful the system will be.

The system described above is going to be tested in the future. A system as shown
schematically in figure 2.2 will be set up in Eindhoven.

AUTOMATOS is going to be installed in the Robot Centre mentioned in section 1.3.
Since AUTOMATOS produces an ARLA robot program which is meant for an
ASEA (or ESAB or ABB) robot, further experiments will have to be carried out on
the ESAB robot in the Robot Centre.
This robot however, is equipped with a different off-line programming facility,
ARAC (© Kranendonk, Netherlands) in the diagram. Therefore, a post processor will
have to be developed as well, that can convert the ASCII code robot program from
AUTOMATOS, which was originally ment for ARLA, to an ARAC input me. This
me will consist of different parts, containing a frame-file specifying the coordinate
frame, a TCP-me specifying the tool-centre-point of the weld torch, a position file
containing the coordinates of the points in the program and finally the program itself.
The combination of these files can be converted by ARAC into an ESAB robot
program. This robot program can be sent to the robot controller.

A robot that is programmed like this, will be able to reach all joints that are to be
welded. If the CAD drawing was made accurately and the vision system is accurate
enough it will be possible to have the robot knowing each point within the required
accuracy of 5 em.
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2 Basic seam data

CAD f I Ie VISION

AUTOMATOS

Robot P,..-ogr-am
ASC I I-f 1 Ie

Post Processor
(to be developed)

frame

fi Ie

TCP
file

position

file

program

fi Ie

ARAC

ESAB

Robot Contro I I er

ROBOT
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of converting
a combined CAD/vision file to a robot program
with the ARAC off-line programming facility.
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3 Seam finding and tracking

3.1 Introduction

From the previous chapter it has become clear that each workpiece that has to be
welded will be known pretty precisely: each seam start and end will be known within
5 cm, which means that the real seam start must lie within a sphere with a radius of
25 mm around the programmed seam start. Also, it must be known how the robot
can get there and what the torch orientation will be.

As soon as all these requirements are met, a local sensor is needed to determine the
exact position of the seam start and to track the seam trajectory after the torch has
been brought to this start point. The accuracy required for finding and tracking the
seam is about half the weld wire diameter, so 0.6 mm in case of a 1.2 mm wire.

During the last decade a number of sensor technologies have been exploited for joint
sensing. As will be shown in this chapter, every physical principle that can provide
height information about a workpiece can be considered as the base for a sensor
function. However, the special environmental circumstances involved with the
welding process and the special requirements of the fully automated robotic set-up
lead to various limitations.

The systems about which is reported in literature can be classified in different ways.
The classification chosen here is a specification of the moment and the point in
space where the measurements are made, relative to the moment of welding and the
position of the weld torch.

• Independent of welding.
The system explores the seam beforehand, after the workpiece has been fixed and
while the robot weld torch is not yet present. Irrespective of the way this is done, it
has some important advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is that once
the seam trajectory is known accurately to the robot, no additional sensor is needed
while welding. This allows the weld torch to penetrate into difficult comers of the
workpiece, assumed that the sensor alone could get there too. A disadvantage is that
a shift in the seam trajectory that occurs after the seam has been explored, for
instance as a consequence of distortion by thermal heating, can no longer be
corrected for. Besides, this so called pre-weld pass requires much extra time for each
weld that is to be made.

• Preview sensing.
A sensor that is attached to the weld torch examines the weld joint just in front of
the torch, typically 2 to 4 centimetres ahead. This way changes are measured only a
few moments before the weld is made and even recent changes in seam geometry
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3 Seam finding and tracking

and position can be corrected for. Because they "look" ahead of the torch these
sensors are called preview sensors. The sensor-torch distance must be big enough to
minimize or eliminate weld process influences on the sensor performance. On the
other hand this so called preview distance provides a certain time lag that is needed
to calculate the path or weld parameter corrections. Since a sensor is fixed to the
weld torch the resulting configuration on the robot will be more voluminous, causing
problems of obtaining access to the joint as mentioned above. Also, a fixed sensor
impedes sufficient manipulation of this sensor to allow continuous observation of the
weld joint.

• On-the-spot sensing.
In order to be able to correct for the very last changes in the seam situation, the weld
spot itself can be observed. Visual observation of the weld puddle, as used by the
human welder, can provide information about the quality of the weld that is
produced. A way of observing the weld arc, called the process-oriented way, is to
monitor the weld parameters and to use their changes to adaptively track the weld
seam.

The three cases described above exhaust the possibilities for finding or tracking the
seam. Further postponement of the moment the measurements are made leads us to
weld inspection. It is stated in the Technical Annex, that this is one of the tasks of
the Work Group Sensors.

• Retrospective sensing.
A sensor fixed to the torch but this time looking back some distance could be very
well used to evaluate the weld that has just been made. Information about the weld
bead can even be used to adapt the weld parameters, although it would be too late by
then if the weld would be of inferior quality.

• Inspection afterwards.
In most situations to date the automatically produced weld will be inspected visually
by a weld expert, after the entire workpiece is ready. Maybe this could be done
automatically too.

In the next section an overview will be given of sensors about which is reported in
literature.
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3 Seam finding and tracking

3.2 Sensors for seam finding and tracking: a literature survey

To find infonnation on types of seam tracking sensors, a literature survey has been
perfonned. The literature files Compendex+, Robomatix 84 and Weldasearch have
been consulted searching with the key words "robot", "sensor", "welding" and "seam
" or "joint tracking". From all articles and books that were found, most attention was
paid to those presenting a system that is commercially available, since it was stated
in the Technical Annex that this is the intention of the Project.

Sensing independent of welding

Theoretically, the vision system described in chapter 2 is a sensor that surveys the
workpiece independent of welding, and thus should be placed in this category. If
such a system would be accurate enough and could operate fully automatically, it
could be used as the local seam finder indeed. But since none of these requirements
can be met yet, other systems will be investigated.

• Touch sensing.
One system, based on the principles of tactile sensing in its simplest fonn
- contact sensing -, works with a more sophisticated technique. It uses the weld wire
tip for what is called touch sensing [CuI 88]. The wire is energized to a low voltage,
and the robot slowly approaches the workpiece. Contact with the grounded object
causes the voltage of the wire to drop, which is sensed by the welding power supply
and communicated to the robot controller. This procedure is executed for bottom and
side plates of the workpiece and the seam position can be calculated.
For these measurements the weld wire extension length must be known very
precisely. Two ways are possible to detennine this length. Before important
measurements are made it can be cut to the desired length with an automatic
pneumatic snipper. If this is not precise enough the position of the weld wire tip, Le.
the tool-centre-point can be detennined by the touch sensing system. For this purpose
the standard procedure of object finding is perfonned with different orientations of
the weld torch on a standard workpiece, this time in order to detennine not the
position of the object but the extension length of the weld wire.
From other systems it is known that they use the gas cup of the weld torch, either
energized to a certain voltage or using the emergency switch-off facility [KUK], or a
specially developed telescopic feeler.
It must be noted that standard touch sensing for fmding the joint start location
assumes that the joint only deviates in the direction nonnal to both sidewalls. Any
displacement of the workpiece in the direction parallel with the joint centre-line will
usually not be compensated for. Only the more advanced touch sensing systems like
the sensor presented by Cullen supply an algorithm to detennine the real seam start
and end. Still these systems assume that the seam is a straight line between these
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3 Seam finding and tracking

start and end points.
Commercially available types: Weld wire touch sensing by Automatix Inc. [CuI 88],
simple tactile sensors by Cloos, Esab, Hitachi, KUKA [DVS 88].

Preview sensing

As was said, preview sensing is the joint tracking method that generates information
about the joint just before it is welded. It is performed either through contact-type
sensors such as mechanical probes or through non-contact sensors such as solid-state
camera and laser light illumination combinations.

• Contact sensing.
Preview sensing by the contact method typically involves mechanical probes
equipped with electronic sensing devices, guided mechanically by the joint
preparation and geometry. Although these systems are relatively low cost, major
disadvantages are encountered with this joint tracking approach when applied to
robotics: it is not adaptable to suit a variety of joint geometries, the probe can not
follow complex contours and is subject to wear.
Commercially available types: Haane, Kroger, Messer Griesheim Gmbh, Weltron
[DVS 88].

The other preview sensing techniques are non-contact types.

• Inductive sensing.
Sensors based on inductivity measure the attenuation of a high frequency electro
magnetic field by eddy currents in the workpiece. This attenuation will change if the
position of the joint relative to the sensor changes. Configurations with one pick-up
coil can provide a cross-seam or vertical path correction signal, while multiple coil
configurations can provide path corrections in two directions plus a correction of
torch orientation. A drawback of so called Magnetic Wave Controlled sensors is that
a different sensor is needed for each type of joint, because the position of the pick-up
coils is very seam dependent. Also, the sensor will stay very close to the joint that is
to be tracked, which gives problems when the joint is curved in the vertical direction.
Still quite a lot of these sensors are in use in an industrial environment [Gol 85].
Commercially available types: Different types by Materialdata Sweden [Gol 85],
Cloos, Kroger, KUKA, Messer Griesheim Gmbh, Weidmiiller, Weltron [DVS 88].

• Capacitive sensing.
These capacitive systems measure the capacity between the workpiece and an
electrically conducting plate of small dimensions. They offer the opportunity to
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measure the distance between the two, provided that the dielectric constant of the
medium does not vary. There are no types based on this principle commonly
accepted, since it is hard to extract a correction signal in two directions from the
capacity variations.
The only commercially available type is presented by Cloos, which is a sensor that
uses a combination of capacitance and inductivity measurements [DVS 88].

• Acoustical sensing.
Acoustic sensors send pulsed acoustic waves to the joint in the workpiece and, to
recognize the seam sides, measure the intensity of the reflected acoustic echo. An
electronic system is used to extract the joint centre line and the seam width from
these signals. Apart form seam tracking applications acoustical sensing systems can
be used to explore the workpiece for obstacles and maybe to inspect a produced
weld.
The only commercially available type for seam tracking is made by Hoesch Rohr AG
[OVS 88].

• Optical sensing.
Operation of optical sensors is based upon principle of measuring an distance profile
of a workpiece by optical means, just ahead of the welding torch. In most cases the
optical imaging system will be a linear CCO array or a 20 ceo camera. From the
measured profile an image processing system can determine the centre point of the
seam which will be used for path corrections and in some cases geometrical features
of the seam for adaptive welding.
We speak of adaptive welding when one or more of the weld parameters like weld
current, weld power, torch orientation and so on can be adapted to variations in the
exact shape of the seam.
Commercially available types:

- MetaTorch 200 and 500 by Meta Machines Ltd [Dav 87],
- Seampilot by Dldelft NL [Dom 87],
- Lasertrak by ASEA [Bjt> 87],
- Vision sensor by Automatix Inc. [Aga 86],
- Optocator by ESAB, FS3760 Weld by Rico, VAS-system by Robotec

[DVS 88].

On-the-spot sensing

Two important sensor techniques that measure exactly at the moment of welding are
considered: weld-pool observation and through-the-arc sensing.

• Weld-pool observation.
With a camera, in most cases a CCO camera, an image is made of the weld pool.
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The system is thus using secondary process parameters like radiation of the weld
pool and the weld arc. The obtained image is processed and pattern recognition
algorithms are used to extract the dimensions and the form of the weld pool. It must
be known to the system what the weld pool looks like in the ideal situation and how
the image changes if the torch is not correctly positioned over the joint or if the
combination of weld parameters is not alright. Then a correction signal can be
generated to adjust the robot trajectory or the parameter settings. No commercial
types are available yet but the laboratory investigations are promising.

• Through-the-arc sensing or Arc sensing.
Through-the-arc sensors or simply Arc sensors use the primary process parameters to
determine a correction signal. The weld voltage or the current are monitored while
the torch is weaved across the seam. In case of a seam with a suitable geometry the
voltage or the current will vary as a function of the changed distance from the torch
contact tip to the workpiece. These changes can be measured and converted into path
correction signals.
The major advantage of this technique is that no additional voluminous sensor needs
to be fixed to the weld torch, restricting it in its mobility. Its simple operation and
implementation have made arc sensing a commonly accepted off-the-shelf technique.
Commercially available types by all self-respecting robot manufacturers: APS, Cloos,
ELMA-Technik Aachen, ESAB, IGM, Hitachi, KUKA, Messer Griesheim, GTC,
Reis, Rico, Robotec, Stahler, Weltron [DVS 88].
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4 Which sensor system for which joint type?

4.1 Functional requirements for sensor systems

From all the sensor types mentioned in the previous chapter, we now have to select
those types that could serve as the seam sensors in the project. The sensors to be
chosen will have to be able to perform some special tasks, these are the functional
requirements. The functional requirements of the seam sensors taken into account in
the project are [REP 90]:

- seam finding,
- seam tracking,
- seam-end detection,
- adaptive welding,
- collision avoidance,
- weld inspection.

• Seam finding.
We presume that the seam begin point is known within an inaccuracy of 5 cm. The
local sensor system that will be selected must be able to find the seam.
The actual start of the weld will depend upon the search path. The start will be that
point of the seam which has been found in such a way. If this point is not coincident
with the seam begin point precautions have to be made to weld the missed part later
on, possibly in a backward direction. In cases where the seam is sufficiently
accessible we can program a search path which enables the sensor to fmd the exact
seam begin.
Seam finding could be performed independent of welding with a device which is not
attached to the weld torch or just before welding with the same sensor as is going to
be used for seam tracking.

• Seam tracking.
Once the exact seam starting point is found, the sensor will have to provide
corrections to the robot controller if the joint deviates from the programmed
trajectory. Seam tracking is to be performed in real time since the system must
correct for changes in the joint due to warpage by thermal expansion too. The
workpieces on the Kalogeridis yard are too big to neglect this effect.

• Seam-end detection.
It is required that the welding process will be stopped automatically at the end of
each seam. Again, as for seam finding, this can be performed independent of welding
beforehand, by a special tactile device, or by a seam tracking sensor.

• Adaptive welding.
For some types of joints one or more of the geometric features or dimensions may
vary along the joint. To weld these joints it will be required that the weld parameters
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can be changed while welding. Which parameters will have to be adaptable will
depend on the joint type and joint profile variations. Sometimes it will be enough if
the welding speed is adaptable, in other cases wire feed rate, welding voltage or
welding power and torch orientation must be variable too. If weaving is applied the
weave pattern provides even more parameters that can suit adaptation.

• Collision avoidance.
The sensor system will have to detect obstacles which were not specified in the CAD
file even after updating by the vision system. Collisions might do damage to the
robot, the welding gun, the sensor and the obstacle itself.

• Weld inspection.
It is intended that the inspection of the welds will be performed automatically too.

Weld inspection and collision avoidance were decided to be considered at a later
stage in the project. For the time being, all attention will be concentrated on sensors
for seam finding and tracking and adaptive welding.

4.2 Selection criteria

If a sensor or sensor system must be selected, several criteria are to be regarded.
The most important criterium for selection is that the sensor shall suit all the
functional requirements. Other selection criteria, or operational requirements, are:

- interfacing aspects : it should be possible to implement the sensor in the system
configuration that is being developed,

- communication aspects: the robot controller must be able to provide the
information needed by the sensor and to process the information provided by the
sensor,

- accuracy: the sensor must provide correction signals that are accurate enough to
keep the torch at the joint centre-line within the specified limits of half the weld
wire diameter, about 0.6 mm,

- sensor volume: the sensor volume must not impede the weld torch mobility to
such an extent that the joint can not be tracked for this reason,

- robustness: the sensor must not be vulnerable, mechanically, electromagnetically
for temperature changes, etcetera,

- working conditions: supporting facilities as cooling systems and air pressure must
not impede integration of the sensor in a gantry mounted robot,

- maintenance: the sensor system should not demand too many additional
maintenance breaks, in other words the maintenance free periods of the sensor must
not be much shorter than for the rest of the system,
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- complexity: the sensor system must be easy in operation since the operator on the
yard must be able to work with it,

- plate thickness: the sensor must be able to cope with the thickness of the plates on
the ship yard, about 10 to 20 mm,

- price: care must be taken about the sensor costs.

~oint types: V-2roove and fiUet joint

It was mentioned in the Introduction that two types of joints will have to be welded
automatically: V-shaped butt joints or simply V-grooves and T-joints with fillet
welds or simply fillet joints.

• V-grooves

The V-groove profile may vary along the joint. The joint quality is mainly
determined by the metal cutting process, which is responsible for most of the
variations in the profile. The main varying dimension is root gap, which is defined in
figure 4.1. Root gap is estimated by Kalogeridis to be 3 2 mm. Although this is
very much, they say this can be welded without backing strip.

--"j(-
~ ~ root

Figure 4.1: Definition of root gap for a
V-shaped butt joint.

It is not known yet which weld parameters will have to be adapted to produce an
adequate weld everywhere on such a V-groove. This information will have to be
provided by other participants in the project who are working on Process Modelling
in Work Package 4. It can be stated that a V-groove can not be welded with one
setting of weld parameters. Correction information will have to be provided by the
sensor.

The sensor type which has maximum capability to provide this correction information
is the optical profile sensor. From the profile the important features of the joint can
be extracted and communicated to the robot controller which in tum must convert
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this infonnation to a correction of one or more of the weld parameters.

In chapter 5 we will take a closer look at optical profile sensors. What kind of
optical sensors are there, how do they work and how could they serve in the project?

• Fillet joints

The gap between the plates fonning a fillet joint is expected to be very small so the
fillet joints in the workpieces can be welded without adapting the weld parameters.
For this reason a less complicated sensor could be used as the seam tracker for these
joints.

Moreover, for fillet joints a sensor with minimum volume is required, because the
torch will have to weld joints that are hard to reach, for instance in the far comers of
shoe-box configurations. Since each sensor attached to the weld torch restricts its
mobility, we would like to have a sensor that demands no additional volume. A
through-the-arc sensor is such a sensor. It is likely that the through-the-arc sensor
or arc sensor will be able to fulfil the functional tasks mentioned above with some
restrictions.
Seam finding is only feasible if a (successful) search path is programmed along
which a weld will be produced. If this is not possible seam start finding and end
detection can also be perfonned by other systems, which will be described in
chapter 6, section 6.3.

In chapter 6 principles of operation of the arc sensor are described and it is examined
how such sensors could be used in the project.
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5 Optical profile sensors

5.1 Introduction

Optical profile sensors for weld seam tracking include a range of sensors based on
different principles and using different techniques. Nevertheless. they have a lot of
features in common. All sensors are preview sensors. that are flXed to the torch. They
make an optical image of the profJ.le of the weld joint just in front of the weld torch.
This image is compared with an image of a master workpiece or with
preprogrammed joint profile data. in order to fmd out whether the sensor is (still) on
the centre of the joint and if the torch will arrive or stay on this joint centre line.
with the desired torch height above the workpiece. If this is not the case. a correction
signal is communicated to the robot controller that will adapt the robot trajectory. In
some cases the measured joint profile is used to adjust the weld parameters as well.
This procedure is shown schematically in figure 5.1.

meste~ pe~t dete
O~

't.empla't.e

camera
Image e~~o~

wo~kplece

~obo't.

end
e'f'fecto~

Figure 5.1: Seam tracking with an optical profile sensor: the system
architecture.

Among the sensors that are commercially available we find different lighting
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techniques. different imaging methods and different image processing systems.

Although sometimes daylight or the light of ordinary lamps is used. most sensor
systems work with structured monochromatic laser lighting to minimise the effect of
ambient and welding arc light. The laser is positioned a small distance in front of the
torch. typically 2 to 4 cm. sometimes integrated with the torch (MetaTorch
[Dav 87]). and is directing its light along the torch to the workpiece. Sometimes this
will be a plane of light [Dav 87]. in order to project a straight line on the workpiece.
Sometimes a cone of laser light is projected to obtain a circular projection which
does not change if the torch is rotated [Aga 86]. Other systems use a scanning laser
beam to create a scanning line on the workpiece (Seampilot [Oom 87]). This idea
allows lower laser power since all power is directed to one point and the camera will
look at this laser dot all the time. A system with aImW laser beam will function
alright. With a permanent line or circle segment all laser power will be stretched out
over the entire stripe and a laser of 10 mW minimum will be needed to get a
workable signal-to-noise ratio [Dav 87].

Imaging also is performed in different ways. Systems with scanning laser beam use a
linear CCD array to measure the depth profiles. Most systems with a constant light
projection use a 2D CCD array like a TV camera. Both systems will have to process
the image before the joint profile will be known.

After a profile is known, the joint centre point must be determined for seam tracking
applications. The measured profile can be compared with a previously measured
profIle of what was defined to be the standard seam or master workpiece. Another
possibility is to extract the most important features from the measured profile and to
compare them with programmed values of these features. called "template". For a V
groove these features could be joint preparation angles. dimensions. root gap size and
joint cross-sectional area. With both these methods an accuracy of 0.2 to 0.8 mm can
be achieved, where an accuracy of half the weld wire diameter is requested for the
welding process. Weld wire diameter will be typically 1 mm.
A sensor that will need a pre-weld run to explore the workpiece or a master
workpiece will consume more time per workpiece. The total weld time of such a
system will be longer than for the "template" based systems.

Finally. there are important differences between all sensors when adaptive control is
concerned. If a dealer says his sensor provides in adaptive weld parameter control.
this does not always mean the same. Some systems can measure the joint cross
sectional area and have the weld speed adapted to changes in demanded fill volume.
The weld equipment is not involved in this weld parameter control.
Other systems include a weld process adaption table. For each particular joint, the
joint features that vary significantly enough to affect the weld process must be
determined and selected as what are called observables. After specifying which
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controllable weld parameters (controllables) will be most effective in providing a
good weld when the selected observables change, a weld process table has to be
constructed that specifies the values of the controllables to be used for each possible
combination of observable measurements. In general, this will be a multi-dimensional
table. Multiple tables for different joints can be defmed, stored, and associated with
different welding paths [Aga 86].

5.2 Oldelft Seampilot

To have a representative of the optical profile sensor family we look at the Oldelft
Seampilot, about which enough documentation is available [Bec 89, Old,Oom 87].
During the last few years students and staff off the Measurement & Control Section
of the EUT have been working with and reporting on this sensor [Bok 90, Rin 90,
Vid 89].

Principles of operation

To be able to track a seam, a seam profIle is measured periodically. This seam
profIle is compared with a user specified set of geometrical features of the seam,
called "template". With the help of this template the seam centre point is determined.
A sequence of centre points gives the seam centre line, which has to be tracked.

• Triangulation
A depth measurement is made by directing a laser beam onto the object and sensing
the diffusely reflected light with a detecting system [Oom 87]. If this detector, a
linear CCD array, is positioned according to Scheimplug's law, the laser spot
intercepted at any depth within the range will be in focus. The place on the CCD
array determines from what depth the laser beam was reflected. This triangulation
measurement is shown schematically in figure 5.2.

• ProfIle
The laser beam is scanned across the joint, deflecting it by a mirror coupled to an
oscillating axis. The reflected beam is deflected by another mirror on the same axis
in order to keep an image of the laser spot on the CCD array. The scanning
configuration is shown in figure 5.3.
The sensor can make 5 or 10 scans per second, whereas the scan width can be set to
10, 14, 20, 28 or 40 degrees. Depth measurements are made at a maximum frequency
of 2500 Hz. Scan efficiency is about 80%, resulting in about 200 measurements
effectively per scan at a scan rate of 10 scans/s and 400 at 5 scans/s [Old].
Each combination of depth measurement and measured actual value of the angle
detector determines the place of interception of the laser beam in the field of view.
Both values are linearised by table look-up and transformed to y-z coordinates.
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Figure 5.2: Principle of triangulation 100m 87J.
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Figure 53: Diagram of the sensor camera 100m 87J.
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The result of each scan is a seam profile.

• Image processing
Before a profile can be used it must be filtered, reduced and fitted.

Filtering suppresses or filters out obvious failures.

Reduction removes all but the first and last points of straight lines in the contour,
reducing the number of points from 200 to a maximum of about 30.
After fitting only some 5 to 10 points of the original 200 remain left, indicating the
relevant features in the profile, such as angles and end points.

Fitting is performed referring to the template. This is called "template matching". The
applicable template is specified by the user, it is defined by the basic seam form (V
groove, fillet joint, etcetera) and some dimensional data like angles and distances.
With this template information, that was sent to the sensor by the robot controller,
the system is able to determine the centre point of the observed seam and the
position of the seam relative to the weld torch.

The sensor can also calculate the seam volume. This information can be used to
determine weld speed. If one of the weld parameters like torch orientation, weld
speed, wire feed rate or weld power are changed during tracking, it is called adaptive
control.

Tracking Algorithms

Because the sensor is a preview or look-ahead sensor, it takes some time before the
weld torch arrives at a measured profile. This time lag is necessitated by the time
required by data processing in the sensor system and the robot controller.

If a robot controller would be available that would allow extensive and complicated
two-way communication between robot and sensor, each seam centre point could be
transformed to robot coordinates by the sensor. For that purpose the sensor would
want to know the robot position all the time. This method is referred to by Oldelft as
the "3D-transform" method. The most important benefit of a system based on this
principle is that it will be able to track a curved seam that demands for variable torch
orientation. This is only possible if the rotatory motions of the sensor can be taken
into account by the robot controller in processing sensor data.
Robot controllers that can handle this two-way communication are now appearing on
the market.
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• Delayed Shift
In other cases, an easier solution has to be thought of. Most available robot
controllers will only accept external commands to change their motion with respect
to a preprogrammed trajectory, in a two axes coordinate frame situated in a plane
normal to the programmed robot path. This is called position adaptivity. Such a
controller could be fed with properly timed measured workpiece position data to
modify the trajectory in a closed loop. The so called "Delayed Shift" algorithm is
shown schematically in figure 5.4. To have the torch tracking the seam(12) correctly,
the sensot1) measures the error values(2) at a certain (preview) distance in front of the
torch. These path data are stored in a First-In-First-Out flle(3). The length of this
FIFO file is chosen so that the error for a particular seam point comes out of the
flle(S.6) and is sent to the robot controllet8•11) at the moment the robot controller wants
to position the torch at this point. In the meantime the error value in the FIFO file is
adjusted for corrections executed along the path(4).
The measured profile can also provide information to correct the weld process
parameters(S.7), in this case just the weld speed(9).
This way the programmed robot path can be adapted(l1) in such a way that the weld
torch stays on the joint centre-line and welds at the right speed(12).

... workpiece ... programmed

~sensor ... and process ... robot path
1 12 11

! 1 t
measure compute ... speed along

path data Idook-ahead time ...
9

robot path
2

! ! t
store path data get path data .. correct

in FIFO ~ from FIFO .
7 process data

3 5

1 1
correct • compute .. correct ..

path data ... path correction robot path4 ... 6 8

Figure 5.4: Tasks and information flow in sensory guidance of a robot by the
"Delayed Shift" method [Bee 89].

A system that functions as described above, only needs a one-way data flow of
position (and weld parameter) corrections from the sensor to the robot, except for
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set-up data. These set-up data include sensor initialisation, the sensor position relative
to the used Tool-Centre-Point, sensor mode, template definition etcetera.

Each telegram with path correction data that is sent to the robot controller includes
the sensor status as well. This status can be the code for one of the messages "No
object visible", "Object visible but no match" or "Match". With the combination of
path correction and status information such a system will be able to track an
essentially straight seam. The seam must be essentially straight because this method
assumes the torch orientation to be fixed in space.

• Secant method for curved joints
As an extension of "Delayed Shift", curved joints can be tracked if the
preprogrammed path is chosen in a special way. The basic principles behind the so
called "Secant Method" are the following [Ohl 87, Rin 90]:

sensor ...::..

scan line

tandem vector

torch

Figure 5.5: Torch, scan line and
progranuned path/or the "Secant Method".

The programmed path, which is now a sequence of combinations of torch positions
and torch orientations, is chosen in such a way that both the torch and the scan-line
mid-point stay on it all the time.
In other words, the preview vector, which is the vector from the tool-centre-point to
the scan-line mid-point, always forms a secant or chord to the programmed path, as
in figure 5.5.
Under these conditions the corrections from the "Delayed Shift" tracking method
remain valid and a seam that does not differ too much form the programmed path
can be tracked successfully.

In case of the KUKA robot, and many other robots, a programmed path for the
"Secant Method" will consist of simple straight paths with constant orientation,
straight paths with varying orientation (called OR! VAR instructions) and circular
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paths with varying orientation. At a transition from a straight to a curved path the
sensor scan-line mid-point would have to make a circular movement already while
the torch is still on the straight part. This can not be done with most industrial robot
controllers. By programming a path that makes the transition in a few steps the
tracking error induced by this hiatus can be reduced. This is called 1-, 2- or more
step "Secant Method". A description of the calculations that have to be performed
before programming the robot is given in appendix C.

Although the described method requires a priori knowledge of the seam trajectory
and asks for a lot of accurate programming, it provides the possibility to circumvent
the orientation problem. Experiments show that a circular path with a radius
essentially larger than the preview distance of the sensor (some 5 to 10 times) can be
tracked accurately enough to produce an adequate weld.

For an angular path, that deviates strongly from a circular programmed path, an other
problem turns up. The "Delayed Shift" algorithm is developed to correct a certain
measured error in a direction perpendicular to the programmed path. If the torch
orientation does not change this is alright: the tandem vector points in the direction
of the seam and the scan line is perpendicular to the seam, so the correction is
measured in the right direction.
Problems arise if the torch, and thus the tandem vector, rotates while it is tracking.
An error that was measured perpendicular to the tandem vector, later will be
corrected for perpendicular to the programmed path, which has a changed orientation
at that time. An example of what I call "rotated correction" is shown in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The correction is executed
rotated if the torch orientation changes.

In the situation shown "rotated correction" will cause the torch to take a short cut. It
is for this reason that angular paths with orientation changes larger than about 45
degrees will be hard to track. For these situations it will be necessary to split the
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joint up in two straight paths and have the system search for the second part, with an
according orientation that must be programmed, after welding the fIrst part up to the
comer.

System Communication

In appendix A an example of a KUKA robot program that uses Seampilot is
included. Here only a rough overview of how such a program works is given to get
an insight into the requirements the robot controller will have to meet.

At this point we stress once more that availability of a compatible interface as well
as software facilities for communication is essential for sensor election.

• Sensor Tables
Before a seam can be tracked with the Oldelft Seampilot, the sensor has to be
initiated. The following information has to be communicated to the sensor:

the position of the torch behind the laser scan plane,
the robot delay-time, the part of the total delay time used for calculations in the
robot controller,
the type of seam that has to be tracked, this is the "template" for a certain joint,
weld speed, and
in which mode the sensor will have to operate.

All this information will have to be programmed in what is referred to by KUKA as
Sensor Tables. Each Sensor Table is an array of ten numbers. The fIrst three numbers
are a code for the meaning of each particular Sensor Table. The rest contain the real
content of the Table.
Sensor Tables can be sent to the sensor in two ways: with or without an immediate
answer whether the information has arrived correctly or not. These are the KUKA
instructions SDA and SST respectively.

• Sensor Data Read function
After sending the Sensor Table for switching ON the sensor in the right mode, the
main direction of the information flow is turned around. The sensor starts sending
correction telegrams, that have to be read by the robot controller. The robot
controller does not read the telegrams until it is told to by means of the Sensor Data
Read function SDL. This function tells the robot controller to store each telegram in
the controllers Input Registers. Each control telegram consists of six locations:

LOC 1: The number of locations occupied by this telegram.
LOC 2: Status information. This location contains a special bit pattern, which gives

one of the following decimals if it is multiplied by 128:
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1 = "no object visible"
2 ="object visible, but no match"
4 = "match, but torch not on seam"
8 = "match, and torch is on seam".

LOC 3: This location is reserved for the correction value in the binormal direction
(height deviations).

LOC 4: This location is reserved for the correction value in the normal direction
(sideward deviations).

LOC 5: Contains the correction for the speed in the direction of the programmed
path.

LOC 6: Contains the ratio of the measured and the programmed cross-sectional area
of the joint for weld parameter control.

Corrections on the trajectory will be based on the contents of Locations 3 and 4.
Weld parameter control can be performed as a function of Location 6.

• Sensor Function
The values in the Location 1 to 6 in the control telegrams are dealt with by a Sensor
Function. This is a small part of the robot program that can run cyclically parallel to
the main program. The cycle time of a Sensor Function is can be selected 64, 80 or
128 ms. In our case every 64 ms the memory locations where the telegram is stored
are read out and processed and the trajectory and the weld parameters are adjusted.
For welding a certain seam, the sequence will be as follows:
First the seam start must be searched. If no seam is found after the programmed
search trajectory the program will be stopped.
If the seam start is found the torch must be brought to this point. While approaching
the seam start an interrupt function in the robot program is waiting for the sensor to
give status 8: "torch on seam". Now the weld process can be started.
The seam is then tracked until the end. Another interrupt function is waiting for the
status to change. If status is no longer 8 the seam end has been reached and welding
must be stopped.
Before reaching the end of the seam, tracking could be stopped by a programmed
"end of seam", a detected obstacle or a weld equipment error.

If the status 8 has disappeared, it may return after some repetitions. This could be
interpreted as the result of a tack weld detection. The tack weld can be processed
accordingly.
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Robot controller requirements

If an optical profile sensor like Seampilot will be selected as a seam finder and
tracker in the HEPHAESTOS 1 project it will be important to know what are the
main requirements the robot controller to be developed or to be chosen will have to
meet

First of all. the robot controller will have to be able to communicate using an RS-232
serial interface. This is a standard in automation technology and will not be a
problem for any modem robot controller. Above this communication layer. a protocol
layer has been incorporated. A procedure for handshake protocol and parity checks
offers a reliable message transport facility.

The robot programming facility will need the instructions to achieve the following
actions. The dutch KUKA instructions are mentioned between brackets:
- to send Sensor Tables with sensor settings to the sensor (SDA for Sensor Data

Request and SST for Send Sensor Table).
to read answers the sensor gives. This can be handshake information or correction
telegrams (e.g. SDL for Read Sensor Data).
to have a small subprogram like the Sensor Function run cyclically. parallel to the
main program (SF for Sensor Function).
to modify the programmed path with corrections perpendicular to this path (BKA
and BKB for Analog and Binary Path Correction) and speed corrections (SKO for
Speed Correction Override).
to respond to interrupts with a GOTO in the program (SPG for Jump in case of a
KUKA robot). This is necessary to jump from searching to tracking and from
tracking to quitting. (OND for Interrupt)

Restrictions of the combination Seampilot • KUKA robot controller ReM3

Seampilot was developed by Oldelft. a company which is now called Delft
Instruments. Development of the communication interface took place in close
cooperation with KUKA Augsburg. Therefore the communication that resulted fitted
very well in the KUKA robot control system RCM3. which is originally SIROTEC. a
Siemens development. For a better sensor integration KUKA even added some sensor
supporting instructions to their instruction set. Since the communication protocol
between robot controller and sensor is in accordance to the international OSI-ISO
standard. many other robot manufacturers have strived to have their robot
communicate this way. which is a great advantage of this sensor.
Still there are a few drawbacks about the sensor system:
- There is no possibility to communicate the robot position and the torch orientation

to the sensor. This would allow the sensor to calculate the exact robot trajectory.
- The sensor is quite voluminous. which impedes the torch-sensor tandem in
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penetrating into the corners of a box.
- In the standard configuration where no extra processor is needed the sensor can not

provide any weld parameter correction signals, except weld speed control based
upon joint cross-sectional area measurement.

- The sensor requires liquid cooling for continuous and reliable operation and a gas
flow along the protective windows of the sensor is needed to minimize smoke
deposition. These provisions complicate maintenance and cause problems if
changing sensors is to be considered.

- The sensor is quite vulnerable, so may not collide too often with obstacles.

Tracking behaviour in corners

Previous experiments had shown that Seampilot was able to track straight paths very
accurately. To examine the tracking behaviour of Seampilot for essentially non
straight paths, experiments were performed with two workpieces with V-shaped butt
joints that make an orientation change of 90 degrees. The first has an abrupt sharp
change of orientation in the corner, the second makes the curve with a quarter of a
circle with a radius of 10 cm. All experiments have been performed with a preview
distance of 40 mm.

The "Secant Method" was used to calculate the path that has to be programmed for
these joints.
For the first workpiece the transitions from straight to circular programmed path and
vice versa are executed accurately enough, especially if it is made in 2 steps (2-step
secant method). The seam is tracked alright until about 3 cm before the corner. In the
corner the "rotated correction" induces an error with a maximum of about 3 mm,
which is much higher than the spedified maximum of 0.6 mm (half the weld wire
diameter).
The corner that was rounded off is tracked much more accurately, although short-cut
about I mm.
A shorter preview distance than the 40 mm used here will probably give better
results. However a minimum preview distance is prescribed by the delay time
required for all the calculations and by the required weld speed. Besides, watching
too close to the weld puddle will increase noise by the weld arc light.

The expectation is that experiments with fillet joints will show the same effects.

5.3 Other optical profile sensors

Although most optical profile sensors use the same basic principles and roughly offer
the same options, here some important differences that may influence the choice of
such a sensor are given.
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Most sensors are developed to cooperate with a specific robot controller, as they are
developed by the robot manufacturer.

• LaserTrak:
As an example of a preference of a cenain robot controller the ASEA LaserTrak: can
be mentioned. This sensor works roughly the same as Seampilot It was designed to
work with an ASEA (or ABB or ESAB) robot controller. It has a seventh axis
internally in the configuration which allows the sensor to rotate independently of the
torch movement. This way it is easier to pass through curves in the joint but it
causes the sensor to be even more voluminous than the Oldelft Seampilot.

• MetaTorch
A sensor that has combined compactness and an internal 7th axis is the Oxford Sensor
or Metatorch 200, of the British company Meta Machines. The sensor is constructed
in such a way that all the sensor hardware fits in a cylinder with a diameter of about
7 cm which is positioned concentrically around the weld torch. This way independent
rotatory motion of the sensor is allowed. Still, there is no way the sensor rotation can
be integrated in the seam tracking algorithm. In case of the Metatorch, this problem
is solved by obliging the robot to pass an example of each joint before it can be
welded. During this pass, which has to be preprogrammed very accurately, the sensor
stores the imponant features of all images made. When a real workpiece is welded,
the sensor compares each measured image with the stored image that was made at
the corresponding position during the so called teach pass.
It is clear that such a system can not be used in a welding set-up where all
workpieces are essentially different, as on the ship repair yard. Each type of weld
would require a pass to programm the exact trajectory of a master workpiece, a teach
pass to gather the proflle data of this master workpiece and eventually the real weld
pass.
Besides, the Metatorch 200 is constructed around a standard weld torch which can be
used for a current up to about 200 A only. Another sensor by Meta Machines, the
Metatorch 500, can be attached to any weld torch but this sensor does not have the
same advantageous properties as the Metatorch 200. Its configuration is more "like the
Oldelft Seampilot and therefore it has the same volume problems.

5.4 Conclusions

The Oldelft sensor Seampilot has been tested for different seam types. Although no
experiments have been done while welding, the sensor seems to operate adequately
for the situations tested. Paths that are essentially straight, where the torch orientation
does not have to be changed, can be tracked with high accuracy. Tracking errors
could not be detennined precisely but are estimated to be essentially smaller than 0.6
mm for V-shaped butt-joints and fillet joints.
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It can be concluded that Seampilot can be used very well as the seam tracker for V
shaped butt-joints. If there are no sharp angles or corners in the workpiece the seams
can be tracked.
No other sensor that is commercially available will offer significantly better solutions
than Seampilot.

Fume and spatter from the welding process will impede optical measurements, where
lenses or mirrors are inevitably getting dirty and need to be replaced after some time.
Maintenance aspects have not yet been considered.
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6.1 General principles of operation

For a given MIG/MAG arc welding process the equilibrium between the weld
parameters will be stable. If one parameter is changed, all others will follow, in order
to establish a new equilibrium situation. For instance if the contact tip-to-workpiece
distance Ie will change this will result in a relevant change in, among others, the weld
current. To use this principle to develop a sensor a joint is needed that has varying
height in the cross-seam direction. This could be a V-shaped butt joint or a fillet
joint for instance.

It can be shown that the length of the arc itself 1. varies only a little bit [Coo 87]
(see figure 6.1 for definition of torch configuration lengths). Therefore, if the weld
torch is weaved across such a joint, the contact tip-to-workpiece distance and thereby
the electrode extension length Ie will vary. This in turn will result in a modulation of
the original weld current.
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Figure 6.1: Torch geometry terminology: electrode extension
length Ie; arc length 14 ; contact tip-to-workpiece distance Ie.

To explain the dependence of the weld current I on Ie we look at the formula for
wire melting rate W. In the steady slate the wire melting rate equals the wire feed
rate, which is presumed constant.
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(6.1)

A certain amount of heat is needed per cm wire we want to melt. This energy comes
partly from heat transfer from the arc - from radiation, conduction and convection -,
this contribution will be directly proportional to the current, this is the first term
where a is a constant. A second contribution comes from Ohmic heating of the
electrode extension by the current, this second term is proportional to the square of
the current; b is a constant proportional to the specific resistivity of the electrode
metal.
From equation 6.1 the steady state sensitivity SEN of the current to changes in
electrode extension length can be derived [Coo 87]. It may be expressed as a
percentage of the nominal current I:

aI/ale %
SEN = xlOO =

I
bxI

2
xlOO%

axI-2W
(6.2)

Therefore, changes in the contact tip-to-workpiece distance (Ic) will be accounted for
by changes in electrode length. It follows from experiments that for welding steel the
steady-state current sensitivity to contact tip-to-workpiece distance, which is now
equal to SEN, typically varies from 2 to 6 % of the nominal arc current per mm
change in lc.
Although these results are derived for the spray transfer mode they are also
applicable for the short-arc mode of GMAW processes, in the latter case the current
used in the formulas must be the average over the arcing and the shorting cycle.

It follows from the mechanism described above that for a constant-voltage power
supply the current will increase for decreasing extension length and vice versa. When
the welding torch is weaved across a seam with a specific geometry the current will
vary in consequence of the periodically varying electrode extension. By measuring
the variations in welding current it can be determined whether the torch is weaving
symmetrically and at the right height above the seam. If this is not the case, control
signals can be derived for the correction of the welding torch position!.

The analysis of the arc current is obstructed by influences of disturbances in the weld
equipment and, in case of short-arc welding, by fluctuations in the welding process.

1 The same system might be used to map an unknown joint profile.
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The most important influences are:
the effects of inductance in the power source influence the voltage-current
relation,
the weld process may not be stable, e.g. by spatters,
wire feed rate is irregular caused by slipping of the wire feed system,
wire comes out of the torch spiralling, due to its unwinding from a reel,
the electrical conductivity of the entire current circuit is not constant.

In most cases the signal will have to be filtered, mostly low pass, before it can be
analyzed by the sensor system.

It must also be noted that in many cases a better weld may be achieved by weaving
the torch across the seam while welding. The oscillation improves heat distribution
and side-wall fusion. Furthermore, the robot can memorise the corrected weld
trajectory during the root weld pass, thereby providing the ability to perform multi
pass welding without the need to track on subsequent passes.

There are several ways to turn current variations into path control signals. Two
methods will be described below [Coo 87].

Template matching

Correction signals are obtained by integrating the current signal every (half) cycle of
the weave pattern..---------------------,

-W/2 o )(' W/2

Figure 6.2: Template and measured arc current
signal for an oscillation offset to the left.
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6 Through-the-arc sensors

Let t(x) be the template signal as a function of displacement x with respect to the
centre of the arc weave pattern, s(x) the arc current signal, and W the total width of
weave from one side to the other. For centring control, the error criterion is given by

o ~2

t c = fit (x) -s (x) Idx- fit (x) -s (x) Idx
-~2 0

The t c is equal to the hatched area in figure 6.2

If the workpiece is shifted to the right, the torch will oscillate offset to the left. This
will give a positive value for t c which must be converted into a correction to the
right. The correction needed is proportional to t c Le. centring correction = kctc•

Height corrections are obtained by comparing s(x), sampled and averaged at and near
the weave centre-position, with a reference signal.

To date this method has been implemented in laboratory environment only. All field
applications have utilized "differential control", an algorithm described below.

Differential control

For this method, the arc current I(x) is sampled on the right- and left-hand oscillation
extremities -W/2 and +W/2 and at the centre of oscillation, x = O. The samples taken
at the extremities can be used to calculate a cross-seam correction value:

(6.4)

For an offset to the left, the current sample taken at the right side will be a lower
value than the one on the left and Ccs will be negative. So a negative Ccs must be
converted into a correction to the right.

Similarly, a vertical correction can be calculated form the centre sample and a
preprogrammed current reference:

(6.5)

If the torch is too high, 1(0) will be too low and Cy will be negative. A negative Cy

must therefore be converted into a downward correction.
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The constants k1 and kz will depend on weld joint geometry and weld parameters and
must be determined for the combination of settings for every weld to be made.

6.2 The KUKA arc sensor

This sensor works with a method that is derived from differential control. The cross
seam and vertical error values are calculated as in equations 6.4 and 6.5, but have to
exceed an adjustable threshold value before they are turned into corrections. First, it
has to be determined how the current varies while welding a joint correctly. Correctly
means with the right settings and the correct weld trajectory. If the torch is weaved
across the joint symmetrically and at the right height, the weld current will reach the
same maxima at the left and right side of the weave pattern and minima at the null
position. Then, a zone (AI-zone, a zone with width AI at height I) is defined within
which the current will stay during a correct weld (figure 6.3a). Only if the joint
deviates from the programmed path the borders of the zone will be exceeded.

For example in case of a deviation to the right the current will reach a higher
maximum on the right (shorter extension length) and a lower maximum on the left
side (figure 6.3b). If the current exceeds the upper limit of the AI-zone while the
welding torch is on the right of the weave pattern the sensor will interpret this as a
deviation to the right and will send a correction signal to the left to the robot
controller.

-ol> -ol>
poalt Ion c .........nt

-, ro- PA

Cb) Cc)

--j t-- ~I-zone

Cd)

Figure 6.3: Weld current variations relative to M-zone: (a) symmetrically and at
the right height, (b) offset to the right, (c) symmetrically but too high and (d)
symmetrically but too low.
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Height (or in-out) deviations can be registered in two ways:
when the current exceeds below the lower limit of the zone, the torch is found
to be too high, as in figure 6.3c
when the current exceeds the upper limit at both right and left sides of the
oscillation, the torch will be too low, as in figure 6.3d.

System requirements

For the detection of deviations the KUKA arc sensor system needs the signals
"Right" and "Left", binary signals (active high 24 V) which must be high when the
torch position is right and left respectively. The signals are to be provided by the
robot controller (figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: Weave pattern, definition of weave variables and the signals
"Right" and "Left".

Furthermore, the robot controller must be able to provide analogue and binary signals
for sensor settings like height and width of M-zone and sensor activation and to read
the binary incoming signals for the correction information.

The arc sensor also makes demands on the weave variables:
Weave amplitude PA = 1 .. 2 mm
Weave frequency Pf = v/PL = 2 .. 3 Hz (v = weld speed)
Weave form PV = AlB = 150 .. 200 % (trapezium shaped)
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At this moment it can not be overseen if these requirements are restricting the
functionality of the KUKA sensor. Nor has been tested how the sensor performance
is affected if the given limits are exceeded.

Robot programming

To program the robot for arc sensor guided seam tracking, fIrst the right settings for
the weld equipment have to be determined. Usually, this will be done for a straight
joint for which the torch trajectory can be preprogrammed. During welding the
adjustable parameters are changed until a good weld bead is obtained. Another
possibility is to take values for weld speed, weld power and wire feed rate from a
data base.

The weave parameters are taken within the required intervals dictated by the sensor.

Assuming that all physical connections are properly made, correction signals can be
sent by the sensor if the sensor is enabled by the user program. The sensor has to be
told whether the sensor settings are to be taken from the potentiometers on the sensor
front of from the analogue RCM3 outputs. This can be done by setting a certain
parameter word to "1" or "2" respectively. In the latter case the analogue outputs will
have to be set before the weld start.

The signals "Right" and "Left" are provided to the sensor by adopting a byte number
in the weave instruction. This causes the signal "Weave on", "Left", "Middle" and
"Right" to be available on the binary outputs corresponding to the fIrst four bits of
the mentioned byte.

A correction given by the sensor arrives at the RCM as a high signal on one of the
binary inputs I1 to 14. These inputs represent directions perpendicular to the
tangential trajectory vector L the Normal and the Binormal direction. For a vertical
torch position and a horizontal trajectory, as in fIgure 6.5, these directions are the
following:

11 =+N-direction =left
12 =-N-direction =right
I3 =+B-direction =downward
14 =-B-direction =upward

Normal and Binormal directions can be determined by the following vector
products, where all vectors have length 1:

N =T x L,
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-L
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Figure 6.5: Definition of the
normal and binormal directions.

L is the direction of the length vector of the tool: the direction of the torch.

The input signals are read by the binary-path-control instruction BKB, one of the
instructions in a Sensor Function.

A Sensor Function is a kind of subprogram that can run cyclical, parallel to the main
program, with a constant cycle time of about 64 ms.

BKB NI 0.5 BI 0 11 U
NIl 0 BIT 0.5 13 14

It can be seen that 11 and U determine the + and - N-direction respectively, 0.5 ·N +
O·B = 0.5:l'i. as specified above. 11 high will result in a correction to the left with
correction speed 0.5 times the programmed weld speed. Later the values for NI and
BIT can be changed to optimise the control system.

In the robot program, the sensor will be switched on before each weld and off after
each weld. A complete robot program for seam tracking with the KUKA arc sensor
is included in appendix B.

Control parameter settings

There are four important parameters that can be adjusted.
The first is the setpoint for the current, which in fact is the desired height of the
torch.

The others are control parameters, that determine the controller's dynamic behaviour:
the sensitivity of the system can be changed by means of AI, the width of the
dead zone. The smaller AI, the sooner the current will exceed the dead zone
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boundaries and a correction signal will be given. So by decreasing M, the
system sensitivity is increased.
the horizontal correction speed can be adjusted by changing the normal
correction speed factor NI. For a high value of NI, cross-seam errors detected
by the sensor will be corrected for with high correction speeds.
BIT is the correction speed factor for vertical or in-out corrections.

To have the system operate properly, both sensitivity and correction speed factors
must be as high as possible, without causing control oscillations. Results from
experiments with the KUKA arc sensor show that the optimal settings for NI, BIT
and sensitivity depend on whether the joint deviates wildly from the programmed
path of only slowly. If the joint is strongly curved while the programmed path is
straight, high correction speeds are needed. To prevent the system from oscillating
the sensitivity should be decreased.

On the other hand, for a straight joint that deviates from a straight programmed path,
only small correction speeds are needed and sensitivity can be increased. It will be
clear that the sensor performance will be much better in the latter situation.

6.3 Possibilities and restrictions of the KUKA arc sensor in
combination with KUKA robot controller RCM3

The KUKA arc sensor system was developed to work in combination with the RCM3
robot controller, so it is not surprising that the mutual exchange of information works
alright.

An interesting thought is that for joints that need multi-pass welding the trajectory
can be stored during the fIrst sensor guided weld pass. This way it will not be
necessary to do all subsequent weld passes under sensor guidance. Each time the
stored trajectory can be repeated with a small offset that is changed before each pass.

It is possible to use the sensor system to correct for height variations only. In this
mode weaving of the torch is not necessary. So, in case of a trajectory that is well
known except for height deviations, the joint can be tracked without weaving.

An important requirement of the KUKA sensor is that the weld process must
preferably be a spray transfer mode process with an Argon/C02 gas mixture. In the
short-arc mode current variations due to the process cause strong noise leading to a
bad signal-to-noise ratio. For application in the HEPHAESTOS 1 project this will not
be a restriction. All plates to be welded are thicker than 10 mm and the bigger weld
pool inherent to the spray transfer mode will not influence weld quality.
A system presented by Munezane uses a specialised power supply which generates a
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minimum of electrical noise and has a better constant voltage characteristic [Mun
87]. Greater changes in current plus lower electrical noise provide an increased
signal-to-noise ratio. This system is able to track a seam while welding in the short
arc mode.

The KUKA arc sensor system does not have an integrated seam finding system. To
find the seam start KUKA advises to work with the security switch-off system that is
built in the weld torch. Other systems, described as tactile sensors in chapter 3, work
with a more sophisticated technique that uses the weld wire tip for touch sensing.
Contact of the torch, which is energized to a small voltage, with the grounded
workpiece can be sensed by the welding power supply and communicated to the
robot controller. This procedure is executed for bottom and side plates of the
workpiece and the seam position can be calculated.

6.4 Conclusion

The KUKA arc sensor was tested and found to operate properly for joints that do not
deviate too strong. A straight joint that deviates up to about 3 cm at the end of a 25
cm programmed path is tracked alright and gives a quality weld. Strongly curved
joints give rise to tracking problems which will result in lower quality welds.

It has not yet been possible to examine the arc sensor perfonnance quantitatively. For
this purpose a monitoring system is required that can sample simultaneously the
control signals like the weave pattern, "Right" and "Left" and correction signals and
analyze them for different trajectory situations. This way, control features of the
system like impulse response, dead time and time constants could be determined.
Future work should concentrate on these aspects.

The experiments have been perfonned with a specific combination of sensor, robot
controller and weld equipment. Any other combination might lead to slightly
different conclusions.
If nevertheless the KUKA arc sensor is taken as representative for the arc sensor
family, the following conclusions can be made.
The arc sensor is low cost, easily installed and operated and does not need any
additional space in the vicinity of the weld torch.
Furthennore, the sensor performance is not affected by the extreme environmental
conditions that are caused by the welding process.

If no adaptive control is needed to monitor weld parameters during welding, an arc
sensor system might very well serve as the seam tracker. An additional system must
be used to take care of the seam finding.
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It was concluded in chapter 4 that from all the types of seam sensors for robotic
welding mentioned in chapter 3. two types suited the functional requirements. which
were different for the different joint types. From both of these two types one sensor
was chosen as a representative of the type.
As a summary of and in addition to the conclusions of the Chapters 5 and 6 the
following can be stated:

• Optical sensors for V-shaped butt joints.
For the V-shaped butt joint the Oldelft Seampilot was chosen as a representative of
the optical profile sensors. Whereas most other types of sensors are able to provide a
path correction signal only. most of the optical profile sensors are able to provide
additional data from which correction signals for the weld parameters can be derived.
In case of the V-grooves that appear in the project's workpieces this adaptive weld
parameter control is necessitated by the rather big and varying root gap (3 ± 2 mm).
Such joints can not be welded with one single setting of the weld parameters.
Experiments on adaptive welding with the help of Seampilot were performed before
and have been reported elsewhere [Bok 90].
We have performed experiments to find out whether it was possible to track angular
seams with changes in orientation that cannot be tracked with a constant orientation
of the torch-sensor combination. These joints cause problems in programming the
robot and some errors show up emanating from the principles of operation of the
sensor. If these errors are minimized. e.g. by programming the robot in accordance
with the "Secant Method". joints can be tracked if their orientation does not change
abruptly. Comers that are rounded off by a part of a circle with a radius of about the
preview distance can be tracked adequately.
The Oldelft Seampilot is concluded to perform alright and no other optical profile
sensor is expected to offer solutions to the problems Seampilot has.

• Through-the-arc sensors for fillet joints.
It is expected that no adaptive welding will be necessary for the fillet welds. These
are the welds that run into the comers of the workpieces with shoe-box-like .
configurations. Therefore a sensor must be chosen with minimal volume. offering the
weld torch maximum mobility. Since no adaptive welding will be necessary for fillet
welds a simple sensor like a through-the-arc sensor or arc sensor can be used.
Since no in-house experience was available. experiments with the KUKA arc sensor
have been performed to get acquainted with the arc sensor system. It turned out to
work quite well. provided that some special requirements are met. For instance. the
weld process must be in the spray-transfer mode and the weld torch must weave in
accordance with a prescribed weave pattern.
For the arc sensor system it takes some time before a correction is executed after it
has been measured. This is why the joint must not deviate too strongly from the
programmed path. Depending on the settings of the sensor. it will track a very
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angular joint quite nervously and a smoothly varying joint more quietly. If a joint
does not deviate more than about 1 em per 8 em joint, or not more than about 12 %
from the direction of the programmed path, it can be tracked quietly, without any
control oscillations. Maybe other arc sensors perform better in this task and does not
put the strict requirements on the robot and the robot controller.

If a through-the-arc sensor is used some other system will have to be used to find the
exact position of the seam start and end points. A touch sensing system can be used
for this purpose, for instance the one proposed by Cullen [CuI 88].

If one robot will have to do all the welding, a sensor exchanging system will have to
be developed. Tool exchange options are well known in robot applications, however
the supporting cooling facilities complicate this. Moreover. sensor calibration might
be necessary after every change to be sure of a good accuracy.

• Recommendations.
The selected sensor types seem to perform well in their respective tasks. We
therefore recommend to use the optical profile sensor Oldelft Seampilot for the
V-grooves.
For the fillet joints a through-the-arc sensor can be used, but it is recommended to
test an other representative of the arc sensor type. to see if these sensors have all the
same restrictions.

Nevertheless, other sensors that are property of and tested by other
HEPHAESTOS I-participants could be considered if these partners might advise so.

At this point it must be noted once more that all experiments have been performed in
a KUKA environment: on a KUKA robot IR 361 and with sensors that are either
suitable to work with the KUKA robot control system RCM3 or even developed for
it. For any other robot controller a profound check will have to be made whether it
can meet the requirements of the sensors. Maybe for another robot controller another
sensor of the same family will serve better.
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Appendix A
Example of KUKA robot program for Seampilot

Main Program 92
Program text

1 DEF HP92
2 KOM STRAIGHT PROGRAMMED PATH
3 KOM V-JOINT
4 KOM P.DINGS OKT.90

5 DEF AD1
6 SNH BAN 5.000
7 SNH ALL 10

8 LUW BAN 100
9 LUW PTP 1
10 WTK 3 0+416.4 L+6.2 H+135.000
11 PTP X+500.0 Y-10.0 Z+100.0

A+89.999 8+0.440 C+179.500
12 HLTVW
13 LIN X+500.1 Y-9.9 Z-119.2

A+90.010 B+O.441 C+179.480
14 SPG OP1 1
15 SPG OP2 1

16 SPG OP5 1
17 SPG OP41
18 SPG OP7 1

19 SPG AD1

20 DEF AD2
21 HLT VW
22 OND UIT B7
23 SPG OP31

24 SPG OP61

25 DEF AD3
26 HLT VW
27 SPG OP41
28 SPG OP71

29 END HP92

Subprogram 1
1 DEF OP1 HP92 A
2 KOM INITIALISATION SENSOR
3 TZ B1

Comment

Definition of program

Comment lines

Definition of Address 1
Speed for linear movement -= 5 mlmin
Speed for Point-to-point -= 10 % of
maximum
Looping of linear movements -= 100 %
Looping of PTP movements -= maximum
Tool-centre-point (TCP) definition
Go to start point

Conditional Wait: waits if wanted by user
Go to start point of Seam Finding Path

Jump to Subprogram 1: Sensor Initialisation
Jump to Subprogram 2: Preparation for

Seam Finding
Jump to Subprogram 5: Seam Finding Path
Jump to Subprogram 4: Switch off Sensor
Jump to Subprogram 7: Go upward from

workpiece
Jump to Address 1

Definition of Address 2
Conditional Wait
Interrupt disable
Jump to Subprogram 3: Prepare Sensor for

tracking
Jump to SUbprogram 6: Tracking Path

Definition of Address 3
Conditional Wait
Jump to Subprogram 4: Switch off Sensor
Jump to Subprogram 7: Go upward from

workpiece
End of Main Program

Definition of SUbprogram 1
Comment line
Reset Bit 1
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4 SDA5 EEN STB12 WCH1 IGH5 B1

5 SPG OP10 1
6 TZ B1
7 SDA5 EEN STB13 WCH1 IGH5 B1
B SPG OP10 1
9 TZ B1
10 SDA5 EEN STB14 WCH1 IGH5 B1
11 SPG OP10 1
12 END OP1 HP92 A

Subprogram 2
1 DEF OP2 HP92 A
2 KOM SWITCH ON SENSOR FOR
3 KOM FINDING SEAM START
4 SF UIT 1
5 SF UIT 2
6 SOL UIT 5
7 TZ B1
B SDA5 EEN STBB WCH1 IGH5 B1

9 SPG OP10 1
10 SST 5 STB10
11 WCH T5
12 TZ B1
13 SOL IN 5 IGH30 B1

14 SPG OP10 1
15 SF IN 1
16 TZ B7
17 OND IN B7 LH SPG ADH2

1BEND OP2 HP92 A

SUbprogram 3
1 DEF OP3 HP92 A
2 KOM PREPARE SENSOR FOR
3 KOM SEAM TRACKING
4 SF LIlT 1
5 SOL UIT 5
6 TZ B7
7 OND IN B7 HL SPG ADH3

B SST 5 STB11
9 WCH T5

Appendix A

Send Sensor Table 12 to sensor 5, wait
1/10 sec, read answer of sensor in Memory
position 5, and set Bit 1
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
Reset Bit 1
As line 4 for Sensor Table 13
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
Reset Bit 1
As line 4 for Sensor Table 14
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
End of SUbprogram 1

Definition of SUbprogram 2
Comment lines

Switch off Sensor Function 1
Switch off Sensor Function 2
Switch off Sensor Data Read Function
Reset Bit 1
Send Sensor Table B to sensor 5, wait 1/10
sec, put answer in memory location 5 and
set Bit 1
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
Send Sensor Table 10 to sensor 5
Wait 5/10 sec
Reset Bit 1
Switch on Sensor Data Read Function, put
data from sensor in the memory locations
from nr. 30, set Bit 1
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
Switch on Sensor Function 1
Reset Bit 7
Interrupt enable: if Bit 7 jumps from Low to
High then jump to Address 2 of Main
Program
End of Subprogram 2

Definition of Subprogram 3
Comment lines

Switch off Sensor Function 1
Switch off Sensor Data Read Function
Reset Bit 7
Interrupt enable: if Bit 7 jumps from High to
Low then jump to Address 3 of Main
Program
Send Sensor Table 11 to sensor 5
Wait 5/10 sec
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10 TZ B1
11 SOL IN 5 IGH30 B1

12 SPG OP10 1
13 SF IN 2
14 END OP3 HP92 A

Subprogram 4
1 DEF OP4 HP92 A
2 KOM SWITCH OFF SENSOR
3 SF UIT 1
4 SF UIT 2
5 SOL LIlT 5
6 TZ B1
7 SDA5 EEN STB9 WCH1 IGH5 B1
8 SPG OP10 1
9 END OP4 HP92 A

Subprogram 5
1 DEF OP5 HP92 R
2 KOM PATH FOR SEARCHING

SEAM START
3 SNH BAN 0.300
4 LIN X+100.0 Y+O.O Z+O.O

A+90.003 B+0.053 C-179.329
5 END OP5 HP92 R

Subprogram 6
1 DEF OP6 HP92 R
2 KOM PROGRAMMED PATH FOR
3 KOM SEAM TRACKING
4 KOM STRAIGHT LINE, 30 CM
5 SNH BAN 0.300
6 LIN X+450.0 Y+O.O Z+O.O

A+90.003 B+0.053 C-179.329
7 END OP6 HP92 R

Appendix A

Reset Bit 1
Switch on Sensor Data Read Function, put
data from sensor in the memory locations
from nr. 30, set Bit 1
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
Switch on Sensor Function 2
End of Subprogram 3

Definition of Subprogram 4
Comment line
Switch off Sensor Function 1
Switch off Sensor Function 2
Switch off Sensor Data Read Function
Reset Bit 1
SDA for Sensor Table 9: Switch off sensor
Subprogram 10: Communication Control
End of Subprogram 4

Definition of Subprogram 5
Comment line

Search speed = weld speed = 0.3 mtmin
Search path = in x-direction

End of SUbprogram 5

Definition of Subprogram 6
Comment lines

Speed =welding speed = 0.3 mtmin
Programmed path for tracking

End of SUbprogram 6

Subprogram 7
1 DEF OP7 HP92 R
2 KOM UPWARD FROM WORKPIECE
3 SNH BAN 5.000
4 LIN X-100.0 Y+O.O Z+100.0

A+90.000 B+O.064 C+179.492
5 END OP7 HP92 R

Subprogram 10
1 DEF OP10 HP92 A
2 KOM COMMUNICATION CONTROL
3 DEF AD1
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Definition of Subprogram 7
Comment line
Speed high (5 mtmin)
Upward from workpiece

End of Subprogram 7

Definition of Subprogram 10
Comment line
Definition of Address 1 in this Subprogram



4 E B1
5 VIN V

6 SPG AD1
7 LAD P1 IGH5 KON

8 VGL P1 KON +0
9 VIN GL

10 HLT OV
11 END OP10 HP92 A

Sensor Function 1
1 DEF SF1 HP92
2 BKA NI +0.000 BI -1.000 IGH32

NII+1.000 BII+O.OOO IGH33
FGR +50.0 B1

3 SVG B7 IGH 31 GL W+0.0625

4 SKA MSO 0 IGH34
5 END SF1 HP92

Sensor Function 2
1 DEF SF2 HP92
2 BKA NI +0.000 BI -1.000 IGH32

NII+1.000 BII+O.OOO IGH33
FGR +50.0 B1

3 SVG B7 IGH 31 GL W+0.0625
4 SKA MSO 0 IGH34
5 END SF2 HP92

Subprograms:

Appendix A

Logical AND: 1 AND Bit 1
Conditional instruction: if former instruction
is V = False then goto 6 else skip 6
Jump to Address 1 (Wait until B1 is 1)
Load parameter P1 with the content of
memory location 5
Compare this Parameter 1 with 0
Conditional instruction: if P1 equals 0 then
goto 10 else skip 10
Unconditional Halt (if P1 = 0)
End of Subprogram 10 (if P1 "" 0)

Definition of Sensor Function 1
BKA = Analog Correction of Path: the
content of location 32 of memory determines
the correction in -B-direction, location 33 for
+N-direction, if the deviation of programmed
path exceeds 50 mm then Bit 1 is set
Sensor Compare Instruction: Set Bit 7 if the
content of location 31 equals 0.0625 (if V
joint is being seen)
Analog Speed Correction: is not used
End of Sensor Function 1

Definition of Sensor Function 2

Copy of Sensor Function 1

End of Sensor Function 2

OP1
OP2
OP3
OP4
OP5
OP6
OP7
OP10

Initialisation of the sensor: communicate Sensor Tables 12,13 and 14 to sensor
Prepare sensor to search seam start and switch sensor on
Switch sensor mode to seam tracking
Switch off sensor and Sensor Functions
Programmed path for searching seam start
Programmed path for tracking seam
Go up from workpiece after switching off sensor
Communication Control for sending Sensor Tables
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STBB
STB9
STB 10

Appendix A

Sensor Tables:

Set camera to stand-by
Switch off camera
Set sensor mode to searching, program search speed, where above the joint start
the torch roost stop and what is the nominal joint cross-sectional area

STB 11 Set sensor mode to tracking, program weld speed, where above the joint end the
torch must stop and what is the nominal joint cross-sectional area

STB 12 Program configuration details: delay time of robot, position of weld torch relative to
scan plane midpoint

STB 13 Program camera settings: scan angle, sensor sensitivity
STB 14+ Template parameters for V-groove: included angle V + deviation, depth D +

15 deviation, minimum side clearance L (figure A.1)

Locations in entrance memory IGH:
The locations are used to store the sensor telegrams with correction data.

IGH 30 =LOC 1:
IGH 31 .,. LOC 2:

IGH 32 =LOC 3:

IGH 33 =LOC 4:

IGH 34 =LOC 5:

IGH 35 =LOC 6:

The number of locations occupied by this telegram.
Status information. If this location contains the value 0.0625 the torch
is positioned above the joint.
This location is reserved for the correction value in the binormal
direction (height deviations).
This location is reserved for the correction value in the normal
direction (sideward deViations).
Contains the correction for the speed in the direction of the
programmed path.
Contains the ratio of the measured and the programmed cross
sectional area of the joint for weld parameter control.

y

I L2 I

1
o

t
Figure Ai: Template parameters for a V-groove: Seam depth
D, included angle Y and minimum side clearance L} and~.
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o

sear-ch
star-t 8 '---..,--is-------7''----'

z~

Figure A2: Schematic representation of the robot program 92 for
finding and tracking a V-groove.
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Awendix B:
Example of KUKA robot prngram for arc sensor

Main program 56
Program text

DEF HP56
KOM HORIZONTAL FILLET JOINT
KOM ARC SENSOR TEST
KOM P.DINGS APRIL 1991

KOM -------------------
KOM OP1 .. WELDING ON
KOM OP2 .. WELDING OFF
KOM OP3 .. TACK WELD ON
KOM ------------------

wrK 4 D+170.0 L+268.0 H+0.640
SNH BAN 5.000
SNH ALL 30
LUW BAN 80
LUW PTP 1

PTP X+859.2 Y-86.5 Z-120.9
A+179.078B+88.993 C-0.076

HLTOV
PTP X+1080.5 Y-215.6 Z-186.6

A-90.978 B+45.000 C-89.800
LIN X+1084.7 Y-167.6 Z-270.2

A-91.001 B+45.005 C-89.767

KOM ------ TACK WELD ---
SPG 0P31
WCH T20
SPG OP21
KOM ---------------------

LIN X+1084.7 Y-205.2 Z-233.5
A-91.003 B+45.005 C-89.763

LIN X+879.2 Y-205.2 Z-233.4
A-91.006 B+45.006 C-89.758

LIN X+879.1 Y-163.3 Z-271.7
A-91.025 B+45.016 C-89.723

LUW BAN 0

KOM ---- SENSOR ON -----
Z U37
PUI PW 1
SF IN 1
SPG OP1 1
PND 1 ASP U5

Comment

Definition of Main Program
Comment text

Definition of SUbprograms

Definition of Tool-Centre-Point
Speed of LIN instructions
Speed of Point-to-Point instructions
Looping of LIN instructions
Looping of PTP instructions

Begin point of the program

Unconditional HALT

Go to tack weld

Tack Weld
Weldin ON
Wait 2 sec
Welding OFF

Go up from tack weld

Go to Weld Start

Looping OFF

Sensor ON:
Sensor enable
Settings are from front panel
Sensor function 1 ON
Weld Start
Weaving function: definition of weld parameters
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PA+2.0 PL+2.0 PV150
KOM .-------••••-----••-

SNH BAN 0.220
LIN X+1081.9 Y-165.9 Z-270.4

A-91.018 B+45.007 C-89.739

KOM ----. SENSOA OFF ---
SF UIT 1
SPG 0P2 1
PNDO
TZ U37
KOM -.------.-----.-----

LUW BAN 80
SNH BAN 5.000
LIN X+1082.0 Y-222.7 Z-213.6

A-91.023 B+45.008 C-89.734
END HP56

Subprogram 1
DEF OP1 HP56 A
ANU K1 0+0.000 AT2 F+0.600 lIT 0

ANU K2 0+0.000 AT2 F+0.700 lIT 0

HLTVW
GAP 1 SL
WCH 15 H
END OP1 HP56 A

Subprogram 2
DEF OP2 HP56 A
ANU K3 0+0.000 AT1 F+0.800 lIT 0
GAP 1 OPN
WCH 15 L
END OP2 HP56 A

Subprogram 3
DEF OP3 HP56 A
ANU K1 0+0.000 AT3 F+0.600 lIT 0
ANU K2 0+0.000 AT3 F+0.700 lIT 0
HLTVW
GAP 1 SL
WCH 15 H
END OP3 HP56 A

Appendix B

Slower for welding

Weld trajectory

Sensor OFF:
Sensorfunction OFF
Stop welding
Weaving OFF
Sensor disable

Looping back ON
Speed up again
Go up from weld

End of program; back to start

Weld Start

Analogue Output for weld power
K1 = AT2 x Factor

Analogue Output for wire speed rate =
weld current
Conditional HALT
Close Gripper = Weld Start
Wait till Input 5 gets high (weld current
available)

Weld Stop

Analogue Output for burn back time
Gripper open = Weld Stop
Wait till Input 5 get low (end of weld current)

Start tack weld

Power and
weld current for tack weld

Weld Start
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Sensor function 1
DEF SF1 HP56
BKB NI +0.300 BI +0.000 11 12

NII+O.OOO BII+0.500 13 14
END SF1 HP56

Appendix B

Sensor function
Binary Path Correction:
11 en 12 provide correction data in N-direction
13 en 14 provide correction data in B-direction
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Appendix C:
Secant method for tracking angular seams

In this appendix it will be explained how the robot must be programmed in order to
be able to track a seam that makes an angle of 90 degrees. This is an exaggerated
example of a seam with a change in orientation. that can not be tracked without
changing the orientation of the tandem vector. This is the vector between the weld
torch and the midpoint of the sensor scan line. or the direction in which the sensor
looks to be able to keep the seam in view.

In Chapter 6 it was stated that in the ideal case both the sensor and the torch move
along the same programmed path. This way no correction is measured if the torch is
on the joint centre line.

The robot controller allows no other movements of the tool-centre-point than along a
straight path and along a circular path. Changes in orientation can be made abruptly.
at one point. or gradually along a path. In the latter case the orientation will change
linearly with the displacement of the torch.

For straight programmed paths the torch and the scan-line midpoint will always be
on the programmed path. For circular paths the tandem vector must be a secant or
chord of the programmed circle. as shown in figure A3. This explains why this way
of robot programming is called the "Secant Method".

J 0 rnt.
cent.re lIne

r--+-- progrel'l'm8d
peth

Figure A3: A circular path is programmed
for an angular joint trajectory.

To minimize the effect of "rotated correction". as was described in Chapter 6. the
radius of the circle must be as large as possible to have the orientation change as
gradually as possible. Though, for a too large radius the tandem vector orientation
will have rotated that much when the sensor arrives in the comer that the comer falls
outside the field of view of the scan line. This dictates a maximum radius of the
programmed circle. which will depend on the length of the scan line and the preview
distance, and will be about 10 cm for a scan line of 8 cm and 4 cm preview distance.
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Appendix C

On the transition from a straight to a circular path, the sensor can not move along the
circle, since the torch is still moving straight and the orientation can be varied
linearly with displacement only. The resulting trajectory of the sensor is a curve very
close to the chord shown in figure A3.

Thus, an error is induced by making the transition from a straight to a circular path,
that reaches a maximum half way the secant:

(AI)

where R is the radius of the circle and vI is the length of the tandem vector.

H

MP rf.:------ t G

: '::-'",]-" R: "-("...... ------.. ,.,
'4 Y" ••••• r······..

· . a·... F· \... ... ...· ~ ", .........
:-'2 P.. ", ....

R : '\ ", , ' ...
o • ,, '\ "',, . ., . ', ., ., ., ., .,,,

Figure A4: Definitions of points for the 1
step Secant Methodfor a 90 degree turn.

The I-step Secant Method
The special case of an angle of 90 degrees simplifies the formulas to calculate the
points the trajectory passes. The simplified formulas are given here. The points and
angles are defined in figure A4. Point C is chosen to be the origin in this figure, C =
(0,0).
The defmed points are calculated as follows:

A: A = start-point = e.g. (-L,O) where L > vI,

B: B = (-vI,0),

C: C = (0,0), as was given,
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Let ~ be the angle of the orientation of the tandem vector when the torch has arrived
at the start of the circle.

..!.·vl
P = arcsin.....;2,,-="

R

0: Ox =R-siny =R-sin(45°)
Oy = R-(I - cosy)

E: Ex = R'Cos(2~)

By = R-(1-sin(2~»

F: Fx = R'Cos~

Fy = R -(I-sin~)

G: G = (R,R)

H: H = (R,By)

It is supposed here that an orientation (A,B,C,) = (0,0,0) of the robot corresponds
with the situation that the tandem vector points in the positive x-direction and a
positive value of C makes the vector rotate in the positive y-direction.
The robot instructions to pass the circle are as follows:

A .... B:

B .... C:

c .... O:
.... E:

E .... F:
.... G:

G .... H:

LIN XL-vI
A 0

LIN X vI
A 0

CR X Ox-Cx
X Ex-Ox
A 0

CR X Fx-Ex
X Gx-Fx
A 0

LIN X 0
A 0

Y 0 Z 0
B 0 C 0

Y 0 Z 0
B 0 C ~

Y Oy-Cy Z 0
Y Ey-Oy Z 0
B 0 C 90-~

Y Fy-Ey Z 0
Y Gy-Fy Z 0
B 0 C 90

Y By-Gy Z 0
B 0 C 90
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If the error from formula Al is too large to track the seam successfully, the transition
from straight to circular can be made in more steps.

2-step Secant Method
In case of the 2-step Secant Method the transition is made in 2 steps, resulting in a
sensor path as shown in figure AS. The scan-line midpoint moves along two secants
with half the length of the vector and thus stays much closer to the circular path. It
can be calculated that the error will be smaller by a factor of about n2 if n is the
number of steps taken to make the transition.

H

A

Figure AS: Definition of points for the 2-step
Secant Method for a 90 degree turn.

All points defined in figure A4 stay the same, ~ becomes ~o.

Since the transitions will take place in two steps, we must define intermediate points
between B and C, E and F, and F and G. These points are called B', E' and F'.
New angles to be calculated are ~1 and ~, these are the values for the orientation
changes half way the frrst and the second transition, from straight to circular and vice
versa.
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R- JR2 - (..!xvi) 2
P = arcsin 2

2 vi

B': B' = (-vl/2,O)

E': E'x =R'Sin(%~

E'y =R-(l - cos(%·~.»

F': F'x = R 'Sin(l/Z.pz}
F'y =R-(l-cose/z~)

And the robot instructions for the 2-step Secant Method are:

A-B: LIN X -vl/2+L Y 0 Z 0
A 0 B 0 C 0

B - B': LIN X vl/2 Y 0 Z 0
A 0 B 0 C ~l

B' -C: LIN X vV2 Y 0 Z 0
A 0 B 0 C ~o

C -D: CR X Dx-Cx Y Dy-Cy Z 0
-E: X Ell-Dll Y Ey-Dy Z 0

A 0 B 0 C 90-~o

E -E': CR X E'll-Ell Y E'y-Ey Z 0
-F: X Fll-E'll Y Fy-E'y Z 0

A 0 B 0 C 90-~

F -F': CR X F'll-Fll Y F'y-Fy Z 0
-G: X Gll-F'll Y Gy-F'y Z 0

A 0 B 0 C 90

G -H: LIN X 0 Y Hy-Gy Z 0
A 0 B 0 C 90
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